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?Subject: DRAl*f NUREG-1022. Revision 1 Comments

Dear Sir: 1

On October 7, 1991, the NRC issued for public comment a draft of Revision 1
to NUKEG 1022, * Event Reporting, Systems . 10 CFR $0.72 and 50.73,
Clarification of IIRC Systems and Guidelines for Reporting.* (Sco 56 Fed.
Reg. 50598.) The NRC Staff Event Reporting Task Group developed this
document to clarify existing guidance related to the reporting of
potentially safety significant events and conditions pursuant to 10 CFR
50.72 and 50.73. Illinois Power (IP) appreciates the opportunity to

. provide its comments on this document.

Over the two years prior to icauance of the draft Revision 1 to NUREG 1022,
the BWR Owners' Group (BWROG), through the Nuclear Management and Resources
Cquncil (IEMARC), has provided input to the NRC staff to assist in the
development of snutually acceptable reporting guidance. In this context,

the BWROG developed and subreitted to the NRC staff a comprehensive propo::ed
guidance document that sou6 t to incorporate experience since theh
impleinentation of the Licensee Event Report (LER) reporting rules and prior
NRC ;uidance in this area. That document was the product of extensive
efforts by the BWROC, including implementation of documented guidance
concepts presented at a necting with the NRC staff. The document was
provided informally, through NUMARC, to the NRC staff for consideration in
March 1991. IP was an active participant in this !WROC effort.

After reviewing the subject 1mREG it is not apparent that the input
provided to the NRC through the BWROC effort was considered in the
development of this docurnent. IP is concerned that major portions of the
subject NURFC will significantly expand the scope of reporting under the
provisions of 10CFR50.72 and 50.73 by lowering the threshold for
reportabiH ty resulting in a significant increase in the number of
Ertergency Notification System (ENS) notifications and LERs. The draft

j NUREC also providen new or different staff positions that should be
I analy::ed to demonstrate that the changes meet 10CFR50.109 We believe

these new NRC staff positions extend beyond the intent of the current
regulations as well as the original NRC staff interpretations of those
provisions. This could result in superfluous reporting and thus the "

unnecesenry expenditure of additional NRC staf f and utility recources with
; no significant increase in the level of safety benefit. Additionally, the
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| additional inforinat. ion provided in accordance with the augmented reporting
requirements can, fr. aome cases, be obtained from othe sources such as
inspect.lon reports.

We have reviewed the comroents provided by the bkROG and liUKARC. Vith
respect to the cormnents provided by the BWROC and liUHARC, Ip endorses those
cormtients as provided by letter IniROG 92010, dated January 30, 1992 to the
fiRC from the BVROG and supports the oosition expressed therein.

Ve bel!< ve the following are general exarnples of new tinc positions
regarding reportability sought to be inposed through the revised tiUREG,
each of which would significantly alter Ip's reporting, obligations. These
general examples are execrpted f roin the BVROG Ictt er to the 11RC. Specific

exampics ar.d supporting inforination support.ing these general exampics are
provided in the DVROG 1etter.

* Under current regulations and fiRC staff positionn reflected in the
original ifRC staft gul6ance concerning those reigulations, the !!RC
requires reporting of conditions outside the reguly_ tory _desinn
basis of the plant. Contrary to this position, the 11RC St.aff
position in Draft tiUREG *022, Revision 1, would expand these
reporting obligations to include conditions outside the
"fDEintfr1DfJ!tf.JLu basis" as well as the "lj censinn basis. " The
distinction between these standards is significant, Only the
former, regulatory design basis (defined in 10 CFR 50.2), f r.
considered in exist.ing reporting regulations. The other t4
elements are far more broad (regulatory design basis being a subset
of each). This new position would significantly expand reporting
obligations. (For instance, it has been noted that under the
interpretation adopted in the drrft revision individual wold
anomalies would now be reportable, as vould virtually any deviation
froin any provision of any industry code applied to any component).

,
,

* Under a number of current reporting provisions licensees are to
consider whet.her certain conditions have adversely impacted the i
nLant or specific systems. Also, reporting of engineered safety
feature (ESF) actuations heretofore focuses on pystem actuation.
The new positions described in Draft !IUREG 1022, Revision 1, would
lower these thresholds (contrary to the tertas of the regulation and
prior 11RC staff positions interpreting those provisions) to include
conditions involving individual trLmponent n . Similarly, for the
first time, reporting the movement (not actuation) of a single
cotoponent of an ESF system would now be required, Disturbingly, i

these " component level" conditions inay not have irnpacted the plant
or the systems involved in the nuanner dictated by current reporting
requirements. These char.ges would substantially expand reporting
obligationa under these provisions.

* Draft tiUREC 1022, Revision 1, would redefine EST systems for
reportability purposes, regardless of a plant's licensing basis
(i.e., additional systems would be added for reporting purposes,
even if they are not ESF type systetus as defined relative to tbe
safety analysis in the plant's Safety Analysis Report, and would
also redefine t.he Reactor protection Systems (also without regard
to the existing licensing basis). Further, the draft revinton
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would for the first tinie dictate reporting of conditions related to

non safety related ystems designed solely to addresu * Anticipated
Transient Without Seram" (ATWS) scenarios.

* Certain descriptions of reportabic conditions explicitly (either in
the current regulations or previous liRC staff guidance) limit the
irrpacts of concern for reportability to enfety related activities.
For instance, prior guidance related to internal threats required
the event to hattper the performance of " safety rolated activities."
The new guidance provided in Diaft NUREG 1022, Revision 1, would
expand the scope of such reporting these events to include those
in.pacting non safety related activities.

Contrary to prior guidance, Draft 1:UREG-1022, Revision 1, could be*

read to obligate licensees to report every violation of the
adrainstrative requirements set forth in the Mpinint rat ive Gnut roln
section of Technical Specifications, whether or not the violation
had any impact on safe operation of the plant.

h,veral elements of the proposed guidance raise concerns regarding'

potentially redundant reporting requirements and inefficiencies in
obtaining much of the information apparently now decired by the 11RC
staff. Specifically, this information includes detailed operating
data regarding individual components and non safety relat.ed
activities outside the scope of 10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73. The NRC
ctaf f should consider whether existing informational sources (e.g. ,
monthly operating reports, NPRDS) already provide, or may be
utilized to provide, such information.

In conclusion, IP believes the industry and NRC effort and dialogue to
reach a consensus regarding reporting guidance must be continued. Until
th,is can be achieved the existing guidance documents should continue to be
used.

IP appreciates your consideration of the comments provided both in this
letter and by the BVROG.

Sincerely yours,
,

1. 'w3
' <

F. A. Spang'nber , 111
Manager, Licensi g and Safety

JVS/alh

ec: NRC Clinton Licensing pi oj e c t Manager
NRC Resident Office
Regional Administratot, Region Ill, USSRC
1111nois Department of Nuclear Safety
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